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Across

2. A state of disorder due to absence or 

no recognition of authority

5. The condition of being unknown

6. To make false and defamatory 

statements in order to damage someone's 

reputation;slander

8. Cringe from

9. An unhealthy pale appearance

12. Figure of speech in which words are as 

such a way that their intended of the words

17. Trick

19. Preexisting preference

23. Barely noticeable

24. Shameless boldness

25. Lacking moral restraint

27. Disgusting ones real nature or motives

29. The protective care of God or of 

nature as a spiritual power

30. Argumentative

31. Part of a script if a play that tells the 

actors how they move or speak their lines

Down

1. A charge or claim that someone has 

done something illegal or wrong

3. In born; natural

4. Make better

7. The action of propitiating or appeasing 

a god, spirit, or person

10. Excessive offensive sexual 

desire;lustfulness

11. Confused; dismayed

13. Courteous regard or respect

14. The act or offense of speaking 

sacrilegiously about God or scared things; 

profane talk

15. An attempt to make something that is 

not the case appear true

16. Paled, whitened

18. Use to describe a character

20. The testimony of a witness made under 

oath but not in open court

21. Of great size, power, or extent

22. Technique in which writers employ two 

or more characters

26. Use if symbols to signify ideas and 

qualities by giving them symbolic meanings

28. Lacking the ability or strength to move


